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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF OKLAHOMA 

 

KEITH LEWIS, JAMES EARL BROWN, ) 

and AMBER MORENO-MONROE  ) 

Individually, and on behalf of others   ) 

similarly situated,  ) 

 ) 

Plaintiffs, ) Case No. 5:08-cv-00881-M 

v.  ) 

 ) 

The GEO Group, Inc. ) 

a Florida corporation; ) 

 ) 

Defendant. ) 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 

On behalf of themselves and all OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS, PLAINTIFFS and 

DEFENDANT enter into this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT. 

I. RECITALS AND BACKGROUND 

A. On or about August 22, 2008, Plaintiff Keith Lewis (―PLAINTIFF LEWIS‖), an 

individual formerly employed by The GEO Group, Inc., (―DEFENDANT ― or ―GEO‖) as an 

exempt Lieutenant at the Lawton Correctional Facility in Lawton, Oklahoma, commenced this 

LITIGATION by filing a Complaint against GEO in the United States District Court for the 

Western District of Oklahoma, Case No. CIV-08-881-M, alleging violations of the Fair Labor 

Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. § 201 et seq. (―FLSA‖) and Title 40 of the Oklahoma Statutes. Plaintiff 

Lewis alleged that he would seek to pursue his FLSA claim on behalf of other ―similarly situated‖ 

individuals pursuant to 29 U.S.C. § 216(b) and that he would seek to pursue his Oklahoma state 

law claims on behalf of a class of ―all security guards and correctional staff who have worked at 

GEO Group’s correctional facilities in Oklahoma at any time from January 1, 2004 to present,‖ 

pursuant to Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Plaintiff Lewis filed his signed opt-in 

form with the Complaint on August 22, 2008. 
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B. GEO filed a timely Answer to the Complaint on September 25, 2008, disputing the 

material allegations both as to fact and law and denying any liability to PLAINTIFF LEWIS or 

to other individuals currently or formerly employed by DEFENDANT as a ―security officer‖ or in 

another exempt or non-exempt  ―security personnel‖ position.   

C. On November 10, 2008, PLAINTIFF LEWIS filed his First Amended Complaint, 

which broadened or otherwise clarified the putative collective action to include ―all security 

guards and correctional staff who have worked at GEO’s correctional facilities from any time from 

January 1, 2004, to present‖ as well as ―all security guards and correctional staff who have worked 

at GEO Group’s correctional facilities in Oklahoma at any time from January 1, 2004, to present.‖ 

D. On November 24, 2008, James Earl Brown (―PLAINTIFF BROWN‖), who had 

formerly been employed by DEFENDANT as an Instructor, filed an opt-in consent form with the 

COURT to join this case as a plaintiff. 

E. On November 25, 2008, GEO filed a timely Answer to the First Amended 

Complaint, disputing the material allegations both as to fact and law and denying any liability to 

PLAINTIFF LEWIS or to other individuals currently or formerly employed by DEFENDANT as 

a ―security officer‖ or  in another exempt or non-exempt  ―security personnel‖ position.  

F. On or about January 7, 2009, Amber Moreno-Monroe (―PLAINTIFF MORENO-

MONROE‖) and Beverly Moreno, who had formerly been employed by DEFENDANT as Case 

Managers, filed opt-in consent forms with the COURT to join this case as plaintiffs. 

G. On March 5, 2009, PLAINTIFF LEWIS filed a motion with the COURT for leave 

to amend the Complaint for a second time. The primary purposes of this proposed amendment 

were to add three additional named plaintiffs to the case, to provide further detail to the 

allegations, and to include a claim for quantum meruit.  
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H. On April 16, 2009, the PARTIES filed a Stipulation with the COURT. By virtue of 

this Stipulation, the consent forms that had been filed in the case by non-exempt ―security 

personnel‖ (including correctional officers, detention officers, corporals, and sergeants) were 

withdrawn. Furthermore, PLAINTIFF LEWIS withdrew his second motion for leave to amend the 

Complaint and filed an unopposed motion with the COURT for leave to file a Third Amended 

Complaint.  

I. The Third Amended Complaint withdrew all claims brought on behalf of the non-

exempt ―security personnel‖ and all claims against DEFENDANT arising under Oklahoma state 

law. It also added PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE and PLAINTIFF BROWN as named 

Plaintiffs and alleged claims under the FLSA on behalf of the two additional named Plaintiffs and 

other ―similarly-situated‖ current and former GEO employees. With respect to PLAINTIFF 

MORENO-MONROE, the Third Amended Complaint alleged that DEFENDANT failed to 

properly pay her and any other individuals who had been employed by DEFENDANT as non-

exempt Case Managers within the prior three years in accordance with the requirements of the 

FLSA by: (a) ―rounding‖ on its time keeping system thereby denying overtime compensation for 

work performed immediately before and after employees’ shifts; and, (b) requiring other types of 

work (e.g., meetings and paperwork) to be performed off the clock. PLAINTIFF MORENO-

MONROE sought compensation for lost wages, liquidated damages, attorneys’ fees and costs on 

behalf of herself and all ―similarly situated‖ individuals as permitted by the FLSA. With respect to 

PLAINTIFF BROWN, the Third Amended Complaint alleged that DEFENDANT had 

misclassified him, and other individuals who had been employed by DEFENDANT as Instructors 

within the prior three years, as exempt under the FLSA and, therefore, had failed to properly pay 

them for all hours worked.  
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J. On April 20, 2009, the COURT granted PLAINTIFF LEWIS’ Motion for leave to 

file the Third Amended Complaint and, simultaneously, instructed the Clerk to officially file the 

Third Amended Complaint into the record.  

K. On May 13, 2009, DEFENDANT timely filed its Answer to the Third Amended 

Complaint, disputing the material allegations both as to fact and law and denying any liability to 

PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF BROWN, or to any other 

individuals currently or formerly employed by DEFENDANT as exempt Lieutenants, exempt 

Instructors, non-exempt Case Managers or in similar positions.  

L. On July 17, 2009, PLAINTIFF LEWIS filed a motion for conditional 

certification, which sought certification of a nationwide class of individuals who had been 

employed by GEO as Lieutenants or in other ―similarly-situated‖ positions. DEFENDANT 

contested the motion and denied that the claims alleged by PLAINTIFF LEWIS on behalf of the 

Lieutenant class were suitable for collective treatment.  

M. On July 17, 2009, PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE filed a motion for 

conditional certification, which sought certification of a nationwide class of individuals who had 

been employed by GEO as non-exempt Case Managers or in other ―similarly-situated‖ positions. 

DEFENDANT contested the motion and denied that the claims alleged by PLAINTIFF 

MORENO-MONROE on behalf of the Case Manager class were suitable for collective 

treatment.  

N. On July 17, 2009, PLAINTIFF BROWN filed a motion for conditional 

certification, which sought certification of a nationwide class of individuals who had been 

employed by GEO as exempt instructors or in other ―similarly-situated‖ positions. 
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DEFENDANT contested the motion and denied that the claims alleged by PLAINTIFF BROWN 

on behalf of the Instructor class were suitable for collective treatment.  

O. The COURT granted PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, 

and PLAINTIFF BROWN’S motions for conditional certification on November 9, 2009. 

P. On November 18, 2009, DEFENDANT filed a motion requesting that the 

COURT certify its order granting the motions for conditional certification for interlocutory 

appeal. The COURT denied this motion on January 15, 2010. 

Q. On November 23, 2009, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF MORENO-

MONROE, and PLAINTIFF BROWN collectively filed a motion asking the COURT to amend 

its order granting their motions for conditional certification to clarify the scope of the collective 

group that had been certified and also to approve the form of the notice that was to be sent to 

potential members of putative collective groups. 

R. On January 15, 2010, the COURT granted PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF 

MORENO-MONROE, and PLAINTIFF BROWN’S motion to amend the conditional 

certification order, directed GEO to provide PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL with a list containing 

contact information for individuals who had worked as an exempt lieutenant, an exempt instructor, 

or a non-exempt case manager at any of GEO’s facilities at any point in time since November 9, 

2006, and directed that the individuals on that list be provided with a copy of the COURT-

approved notice and a sixty-day notice period within which opt-in plaintiffs must have postmarked 

their consent forms.  

S. Notice was mailed to more than 1,700 individuals who had been employed by 

GEO in an exempt Lieutenant, exempt Instructor, or non-exempt Case Manager or similar 

position since November 9, 2006. After notice was sent, approximately 380 more individuals 
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elected to join the case as OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS by filing opt-in consent forms with the 

COURT between February and May 2010. There are now a total of 338 OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS 

in the case, including the three PLAINTIFFS and 9 OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS who  joined the case 

prior to notice.  

T. All of the OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS designated PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF 

MORENO-MONROE, and PLAINTIFF BROWN as the designated class representatives and 

PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL to represent them in the LITIGATION and authorized PLAINTIFF 

LEWIS, PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, and PLAINTIFF BROWN and PLAINTIFFS’ 

COUNSEL to act as their representatives and to make decisions on their behalf concerning the 

LITIGATION. 

U. On January 24, 2011, the PARTIES participated in a full-day mediation session 

under the direction of experienced mediator Andrew Byrne, Esq. in Coral Gables, Florida. In 

preparation for mediation, the PARTIES exchanged information and documents, and they 

conducted detailed legal and factual analyses of PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF MORENO-

MONROE, and PLAINTIFF BROWN’S claims and DEFENDANT’S defenses. PLAINTIFFS’ 

COUNSEL reviewed the time punch records and payroll data for PLAINTIFF MORENO-

MONROE and all OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS who held non-exempt Case Manager positions, 

interviewed PLAINTIFF BROWN, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, and many other OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS 

who had held exempt Instructor or exempt Lieutenant positions about their duties and 

responsibilities and also reviewed the payroll data for PLAINTIFF BROWN, PLAINTIFF 

LEWIS, and all of the OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS who held exempt Instructor or exempt Lieutenant 

positions.  
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V. Although no settlement was reached at the mediation, the PARTIES continued to 

engage in settlement negotiations and legal and factual analyses of their respective claims and 

defenses. 

W. On or about February 16, 2011, the PARTIES’ ongoing settlement negotiations 

culminated in a negotiated resolution of the claims asserted by PLAINTIFF MORENO-

MONROE and the OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS who were employed as non-exempt Case Managers in 

the LITIGATION. 

X. On or about March 18, 2011, the PARTIES’ ongoing settlement negotiations 

culminated in a negotiated resolution of the remaining claims asserted in the LITIGATION—

i.e., those  asserted by PLAINTIFF LEWIS and PLAINTIFF BROWN  and the OPT-IN 

PLAINTIFFS who were employed as exempt Lieutenants or exempt Instructors. 

Y. It is the desire and intention of the PARTIES that this SETTLEMENT 

AGREEMENT shall, for PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF 

BROWN, and each of the OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS, fully, finally, and forever settle, compromise, 

and discharge all disputes and claims that PLAINTIFFS raised in the LITIGATION and/or that 

relate to or reasonably could have arisen out of the same facts alleged in the LITIGATION, 

including but not limited to claims for unpaid wages, minimum wages, overtime, or any other 

wage- or recordkeeping-related damages or relief pursuant to the FLSA or any state or local law 

regulating hours of work, wages, the payment of wages, and/or the payment of overtime 

compensation. 

Z. PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL has conducted a thorough investigation of the 

claims asserted by PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF 

BROWN, and the OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS against DEFENDANT in the LITIGATION, 
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including interviewing witnesses, reviewing documents and data, and retaining expert 

services for data review and analysis. Based on their independent investigation and 

evaluation, PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL believe that the settlement with DEFENDANT on 

behalf of PLAINTIFFS and the OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS for the consideration of and on the 

terms set forth in this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT is fair, reasonable, and adequate, and is in 

the best interests of PLAINTIFFS and each of the OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS in light of all known 

facts and circumstances, including the risk of delay, defenses asserted by DEFENDANT, and 

numerous potential certification and appellate issues. 

AA. GEO expressly denies any liability or wrongdoing of any kind associated with the 

claims in this LITIGATION. GEO contends it has complied with applicable federal and state laws 

at all times. By entering into the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, GEO does not admit any 

liability or wrongdoing and expressly denies the same. It is expressly understood and agreed by 

the PARTIES that the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT is being entered into by GEO solely for the 

purpose of avoiding the costs and disruption of ongoing litigation and resolving the claims 

asserted by PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF BROWN, and 

the OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS in the LITIGATION on the terms set forth herein. Nothing in the 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, the settlement proposals exchanged by the PARTIES, or any 

motions filed or Orders entered pursuant to the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, may be construed 

or deemed as an admission by GEO of any liability, culpability, negligence, or wrongdoing, and 

the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, each of its provisions, its execution, and its implementation, 

including any motions filed or Orders entered, shall not in any respect be construed as, offered, or 

deemed admissible as evidence, or referred to in any arbitration or legal proceedings for any 

purpose, except in an action or proceeding to approve, interpret, or enforce the SETTLEMENT 
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AGREEMENT. Furthermore, neither the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, any motions filed, 

settlement proposals exchanged by the PARTIES, or Orders entered pursuant to the 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, shall constitute an admission, finding, or evidence that any 

requirement for representative litigation or class certification has been satisfied in this 

LITIGATION or any other action, except for the limited settlement purposes pursuant to the terms 

of the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT. This SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT shall be inadmissible 

as evidence in any proceeding, except as necessary to approve, interpret, or enforce this 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT. 

BB. This SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT shall automatically terminate if this 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT is terminated pursuant to Paragraph VIII, in which event this 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT shall not be offered, received, or construed as an admission of 

any kind as to liability, damages, whether any class is certifiable, or any other matter. 

CC. The PARTIES agree to cooperate and take all steps necessary and appropriate to 

obtain approval of the terms of the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, to effectuate all aspects of 

the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, and to dismiss the LITIGATION with prejudice upon 

approval of the terms of the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT. 

DD. The PARTIES shall request the COURT to approve, administer, and implement 

the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT with respect to all actions and claims settled in this 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT. 

EE. This SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT is contingent upon the approval of the 

COURT and the satisfaction of the other terms set forth in this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT. 

GEO does not waive, and instead expressly reserves, its rights to reassert its motion for 

decertification of the conditionally-certified classes or to challenge the propriety of class 
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certification of the classes for any purpose and/or to oppose the claims asserted by PLAINTIFF 

LEWIS, PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF BROWN, and OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS 

on the merits, should the COURT not approve this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT and/or enter an 

APPROVAL ORDER. 

II. DEFINITIONS 

A. ―APPROVAL ORDER‖ refers to an order of the COURT:  (i) asserting jurisdiction 

over the claims and PARTIES alleged by PLAINTIFFS and the OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS in the 

Third Amended Complaint and the implementation and administration of this SETTLEMENT 

AGREEMENT; (ii) granting approval of this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT on the terms 

provided herein (or as the same may be modified by subsequent mutual agreement of the 

PARTIES), adjudicating such terms to be adequate, fair, and reasonable; (iii) confirming 

PLAINTIFFS’ authority to act on behalf of all OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS with respect to the 

LITIGATION and this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT; (iv) authorizing the mailing of the 

NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT to PLAINTIFFS and OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS; (v) appointing a 

settlement administrator who is acceptable to the PARTIES as the SETTLEMENT 

ADMINISTRATOR; (vi) setting deadlines for the OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS to withdraw their 

consents (the OPT-OUT DEADLINE) and the execution and return of the CLAIM FORMS (the 

BAR DATE); (vii) dismissing the LITIGATION with prejudice and barring PLAINTIFFS and 

OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS from prosecuting RELEASED CLAIMS against RELEASED PERSONS; 

and (viii) retaining jurisdiction to enforce the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT. 

B. ―BAR DATE‖ means the date that is sixty (60) days after the date on which the 

SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR first mails the NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT to 

PLAINTIFFS and OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS. The BAR DATE is the date on which the 

PLAINTIFFS and any OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS must have mailed their signed CLAIM FORM to 
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the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR.  The envelope containing the CLAIM FORM must be 

postmarked on or before the BAR DATE to be considered timely.   

C. ―CLAIM FORM‖ refers to the document substantially in the form of Exhibit 1 to 

be mailed to PLAINTIFFS and all OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS. 

D. ―COURT‖ means the court having jurisdiction of the LITIGATION, at any stage, 

presently the United States District Court for the Western District of Oklahoma.  

E. ―COVERED POSITION‖ means one of the three subclasses conditionally certified 

by the COURT, specifically an exempt Lieutenant, exempt Instructor, non-exempt Case Manager, 

or similar position with GEO.  

F. ―DEFENDANT‖ means The GEO Group, Inc., and its parents, subsidiaries, and 

any other related companies.  

G. The ―FINAL EFFECTIVE DATE‖ shall be the first date after all of the following 

events and conditions have been met or have occurred: (a) the COURT has entered an 

APPROVAL ORDER; (b) the COURT has dismissed the claims of PLAINTIFF LEWIS, 

PLAINTIFF BROWN, PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, and the OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS from 

the LITIGATION with prejudice; (c) the deadline has passed without action for any PARTY to 

terminate the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT; (d) the time to appeal from the APPROVAL 

ORDER has expired and no notice of appeal has been filed (or in the event that an appeal is 

filed, the appellate process is exhausted and the APPROVAL ORDER has remained intact in all 

material respects); and (e) the BAR DATE has passed.  

H. ―GEO‖ means The GEO Group, Inc., and its parents, subsidiaries and any other 

related companies.  
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I. ―LITIGATION‖ means the legal action commenced in the United States District 

Court for the Western District of Oklahoma on August 22, 2008, captioned Keith Lewis, James 

Earl Brown and Amber Moreno-Monroe, et al. v. The GEO Group, Inc., Case Number CIV-08-

00881-M.  

J. ―MAXIMUM GROSS SETTLEMENT AMOUNT‖ means Four Hundred and 

One Thousand Dollars, Five Hundred and No/100 ($401,500.00). The MAXIMUM GROSS 

SETTLEMENT AMOUNT represents the maximum amount that DEFENDANT will pay 

pursuant to this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, inclusive of SETTLEMENT PAYMENTS, 

PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL’S FEES AND COSTS, SERVICE PAYMENTS, and GEO’s payment 

of all employer taxes, including but not limited to FICA and FUTA taxes on SETTLEMENT 

PAYMENTS. The MAXIMUM GROSS SETTLEMENT AMOUNT shall not be segregated and 

may remain in GEO’s general funds until distributed or provided to the SETTLEMENT 

ADMINISTRATOR for distribution. In no event shall the total distribution and payments made 

by GEO, including but not limited to PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL’S FEES AND COSTS, 

SETTLEMENT PAYMENTS, SERVICE PAYMENTS and DEFENDANT’s employer taxes, 

including but not limited to FICA and FUTA of SETTLEMENT PAYMENTS, exceed the 

MAXIMUM GROSS SETTLEMENT AMOUNT. GEO may not be called upon or required to 

contribute additional monies above the MAXIMUM GROSS SETTLEMENT AMOUNT under 

any circumstances whatsoever. Any interest earned on the MAXIMUM GROSS SETTLEMENT 

AMOUNT during the period of settlement administration under this SETTLEMENT 

AGREEMENT will remain GEO’s sole and exclusive property. 

K. ―NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT‖ refers to the notice substantially in the form of 

Exhibit 2 to be directed PLAINTIFFS and all OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS. The purpose of the 
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NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT is to inform PLAINTIFFS and OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS about this 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT. 

L. ―OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS‖ means the individuals employed by GEO in a 

COVERED POSITION who filed with the COURT written consents to join the LITIGATION. 

The OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS are identified by name on Exhibit 3 hereto.  

M. ―OPT-OUT DEADLINE‖ means the date that is thirty (30) days after the date on 

which the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR first mails the NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT to 

PLAINTIFFS and OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS. The OPT-OUT DEADLINE is the date on which any 

OPT-IN PLAINTIFF who does not wish to participate in the settlement must send a written 

request to the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR that his or her consent form filed with the 

Court be withdrawn. The envelope containing the request to withdraw the consent must be 

postmarked on or before the OPT-OUT DEADLINE and must be received by the SETTLEMENT 

ADMINISTRATOR on or before the BAR DATE to be considered timely.  

N. ―OPT-OUT PLAINTIFFS‖ means those individuals who previously filed an opt-

in consent form with the Court but who sent a timely written request to the SETTLEMENT 

ADMINISTRATOR asking that their consent form be withdrawn.  

O.  ―PARTIES‖ refers to PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, 

PLAINTIFF BROWN, OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS, and DEFENDANT and, in the singular, refers to 

any of them, as the context makes apparent.  

P. ―PLAINTIFFS‖ means those individuals named in the caption of the Third 

Amended Complaint filed in the LITIGATION as named plaintiffs:  Keith Lewis, James Earl 

Brown, and Amber Moreno-Monroe.  
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Q. ―PLAINTIFF BROWN‖ refers to James Earl Brown, who is the individual named 

in the caption of the Third Amended Complaint filed in the LITIGATION as the named plaintiff 

representing the claims asserted by the Instructors in the LITIGATION.  

R. ―PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL‖ refers to William B. Federman and Jennifer S. 

Montagna with the law firm of Federman & Sherwood, 10205 N. Pennsylvania, Oklahoma City, 

Oklahoma  73120 and Daniel M. Delluomo with the law firm of Delluomo & Crow, 5617 North 

Classen Blvd., Oklahoma City, Oklahoma  73118. 

S. ―PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL’S FEES AND COSTS‖ means those fees and expenses 

set forth herein in section IV A. 

T. ―PLAINTIFF LEWIS‖ refers to Keith Lewis, who is the individual named in the 

caption of the Complaint filed in the LITIGATION as the named plaintiff representing the 

claims asserted by the Lieutenants in the LITIGATION.  

U. ―PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE‖ refers to Amber Moreno-Monroe, who is 

the individual named in the caption of the Third Amended Complaint filed in the LITIGATION 

as the named plaintiff representing the claims asserted by the Case Managers in the 

LITIGATION.  

V. ―RELEASED PERSONS‖ means GEO and its past, present, and future parents, 

affiliates, subsidiaries, divisions, predecessors, successors, partners, joint venturers, affiliated 

organizations, shareholders, insurers, reinsurers and assigns, and each of its/their past, present and 

future officers, directors, trustees, agents, employees, attorneys, contractors, representatives, 

benefits plans sponsored or administered by GEO, divisions, units, and branches, and any other 

persons or entities acting on behalf of any of the foregoing.  
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W. ―RELEASING PERSONS‖ means PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF MORENO-

MONROE, PLAINTIFF BROWN, and each and every OPT-IN PLAINTIFF, exclusive of any 

OPT-OUT PLAINTIFFS, and his or her respective heirs, beneficiaries, devisees, legatees, 

executors, administrators, trustees, conservators, guardians, estates, personal representatives, 

successors-in-interest, and assigns.  

X. ―REVISED MAXIMUM GROSS SETTLEMENT AMOUNT‖ means the 

MAXIMUM GROSS SETTLEMENT AMOUNT minus all SETTLEMENT EXPENSES, 

PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL’S FEES AND COSTS, and SERVICE PAYMENTS.  

Y. ―SERVICE PAYMENTS‖ means amounts to be paid to PLAINTIFF LEWIS, 

PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF BROWN, OPT-IN PLAINTIFF Jeffrey Scott 

Cruz, OPT-IN PLAINTIFF Alfred Garza, OPT-IN PLAINTIFF Torron Gibson, OPT-IN 

PLAINTIFF Larry Miller, OPT-IN PLAINTIFF Juan Saldivar, and OPT-IN PLAINTIFF Paula 

Turner in recognition of their efforts on behalf of OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS in the LITIGATION. The 

amounts to be paid to PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, and PLAINTIFF 

BROWN shall be $2,000.00 each, and the amounts to be paid to OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS Jeffrey 

Scott Cruz, Alfred Garza, Torron Gibson, Larry Miller, Juan Saldivar, and Paula Turner, who gave 

deposition testimony, shall be $750.00 each. 

Z. ―SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR‖ means Rust Consulting, a third-party 

administration firm designated by PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL, with approval by DEFENDANT, 

which will perform all of the administrative duties assigned herein, including (i) calculating the 

REVISED MAXIMUM GROSS SETTLEMENT AMOUNT; (ii) calculating the estimated, 

potential and actual individualized SETTLEMENT ALLOCATIONS and SETTLEMENT 

PAYMENTS for PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF 
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BROWN, and the OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS; (iii) verifying the Social Security Numbers for 

PLAINTIFFS and the OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS with the Social Security Administration, and 

obtaining SUBSTITUTE W-9 FORMS from any OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS whose Social Security 

Numbers were not verified; (iv) formatting and printing the NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT and 

CLAIM FORM and mailing the NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT and CLAIM FORM to PLAINTIFF 

MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN, and OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS; 

(v) copying counsel for all PARTIES on material correspondence and promptly notifying all 

counsel for the PARTIES of any material requests or communications made by any PARTY, 

including any timely requests to withdraw consent forms; (vi) receiving and reviewing the CLAIM 

FORMS, requests, and correspondence submitted by PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, 

PLAINTIFF BROWN, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, and OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS; (vii) maintaining the 

original mailing envelopes in which written requests to withdraw consent forms, CLAIM FORMS, 

and other correspondence are received; (viii) mailing the SETTLEMENT PAYMENTS to 

PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF BROWN, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, and eligible 

OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS; (ix) delivering PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL’S FEES AND COSTS and 

SERVICE PAYMENTS as directed; (x) ascertaining current address and addressee information 

for each NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT returned as undeliverable and conducting a second mailing 

to the current address if ascertained; (xi) referring to PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL all inquiries by 

PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN, PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, and OPT-IN 

PLAINTIFFS regarding matters not within the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR’S duties 

specified herein; (xii) promptly apprising counsel for the PARTIES of the activities of the 

SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR; (xiii) maintaining adequate records of its activities, 

including the dates of the mailing of NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT and mailing and receipt of 
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CLAIM FORMS, returned mail and other communications and attempted written or electronic 

communications with PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF 

BROWN, and OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS; (xiv) confirming in writing its completion of the 

administration of the settlement; (xv) timely responding to communications from counsel for the 

PARTIES; (xvi) such other tasks contained in the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, (xvii) 

escheating non-negotiated checks to the appropriate state agency, to the extent required by 

applicable law; (xviii) performing all tax reporting duties required by federal, state, or local law; 

and (xix) such other tasks as the PARTIES mutually agree. PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL and 

DEFENDANT’S counsel have the right to review and approve any documents to be mailed by 

the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR prior to their mailing, and the SETTLEMENT 

ADMINISTRATOR must not mail any documents without first receiving approval to send the 

documents from PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL and DEFENDANT’S counsel. The SETTLEMENT 

ADMINISTRATOR will protect PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN, PLAINTIFF 

MORENO-MONROE’S, and OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS’ Social Security numbers from public 

disclosure and will otherwise comply with California Civil Code section 1798.85 or other similar 

statutes.  

AA. ―SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT‖ refers to this Settlement Agreement. 

BB. ―SETTLEMENT ALLOCATION‖ refers to the individual gross SETTLEMENT 

PAYMENT to which PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF 

BROWN, or any OPT-IN PLAINTIFF shall be entitled pursuant to this SETTLEMENT 

AGREEMENT, prior to the deduction of GEO’s employer payroll tax payments, including but not 

limited to FICA and FUTA taxes, as well as each individual employee’s payment of taxes, 

including but not limited to FICA and FUTA taxes. 
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CC. ―SETTLEMENT EXPENSES‖ means the reasonable fees, costs, and expenses 

incurred by the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR in performing the services authorized in this 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT. Payment of these SETTLEMENT EXPENSES shall be the sole 

responsibility and financial obligation of PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL. 

DD. ―SETTLEMENT PAYMENT‖ refers to the payment to which PLAINTIFF 

MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN, or any OPT-IN 

PLAINTIFF shall be entitled pursuant to the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, in individual 

amounts to be determined by the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR.  

EE. ―SUBSTITUTE W-9 FORM‖ refers to the form which has been approved to 

substitute for Department of Treasury Internal Revenue Service Form W-9, Request for Taxpayer 

Identification Number and Certification, which is attached as Exhibit 4.  

III. TERMS OF SETTLEMENT 

A. As soon as practicable after the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT is executed by 

PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, and PLAINTIFF BROWN (on behalf 

of themselves and all OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS), DEFENDANT and counsel for the PARTIES, the 

PARTIES shall submit this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT (including the NOTICE OF 

SETTLEMENT and CLAIM FORM attached hereto) to the COURT for approval and shall jointly 

request entry of an APPROVAL ORDER utilizing a mutually acceptable form of motion. Except 

to the extent provided below with respect to the termination of this SETTLEMENT 

AGREEMENT, the PARTIES agree to use their best efforts to secure an APPROVAL ORDER 

from the COURT. 

B. Within fifteen (15) calendar days after the COURT enters an APPROVAL 

ORDER:  (1) GEO shall provide the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR with a report detailing, 

for PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN, and each 
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OPT-IN PLAINTIFF, their full names, last known addresses, their Social Security numbers, their 

GEO employee IDs, and their dates of employment with GEO in a COVERED POSITION 

between August 22, 2005, and the date that the COURT enters its APPROVAL ORDER, as 

reflected in GEO’s records; and, (2) PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL shall provide the SETTLEMENT 

ADMINISTRATOR with any updated address information they have for PLAINTIFFS AND each 

OPT-IN PLAINTIFF. 

C. As soon as practicable following its receipt of the list referenced in Section III, 

Paragraph B above, the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR shall calculate the SETTLEMENT 

PAYMENT for each of the PLAINTIFFS and each OPT-IN PLAINTIFF pursuant to the following 

formula:  

The REVISED MAXIMUM GROSS SETTLEMENT AMOUNT shall be allocated 

between the three employee group subclasses as follows:  Lieutenants/Shift 

Supervisor subclass: seventy percent (70%); Instructor subclass: ten percent (10%); 

and Case Manager subclass: twenty percent (20%).  

 

Within each subclass, the subclass’ portion of the REVISED MAXIMUM GROSS 

SETTLEMENT AMOUNT shall be divided by the gross number of weeks of 

employment in a COVERED POSITION by each PLAINTIFF and OPT-IN 

PLAINTIFF in that subclass, between August 22, 2005, and the date that the 

COURT enters its APPROVAL ORDER, to establish a "per week" amount. Each 

PLAINTIFF and OPT-IN PLAINTIFF shall be eligible to receive a 

SETTLEMENT ALLOCATION in an amount equal to the "per week" amount 

multiplied by the number of weeks that the individual was employed by GEO in a 

COVERED POSITION between August 22, 2005, and the date that the COURT 

enters its APPROVAL ORDER. The total of all SETTLEMENT ALLOCATIONS 

shall not exceed the REVISED MAXIMUM GROSS SETTLEMENT AMOUNT. 

From each SETTLEMENT ALLOCATION, the SETTLEMENT 

ADMINISTRATOR shall then deduct GEO’s employer payment of taxes, 

including but not limited to FICA and FUTA taxes to determine each PLAINTIFF 

and OPT-IN PLAINTIFF’s individual SETTLEMENT PAYMENT. 

The SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR shall provide its calculations to PLAINTIFFS’ 

COUNSEL and counsel for DEFENDANT.  
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D. PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL and counsel for DEFENDANT shall have five (5) 

business days to review and comment on the SETTLEMENT PAYMENT calculations provided 

by the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR. The SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR shall 

review any comments received from PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL and/or counsel for DEFENDANT 

and shall finalize the SETTLEMENT PAYMENT calculations within ten (10) business days 

thereafter. The SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR’S determination (after input from 

PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL and counsel for DEFENDANT) of the SETTLEMENT PAYMENT 

amounts for each of the PLAINTIFFS and each OPT-IN PLAINTIFF shall be final and not subject 

to appeal to the COURT.  

E. Within fifteen (15) calendar days after the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR 

has finalized the SETTLEMENT PAYMENT amounts for PLAINTIFF BROWN, PLAINTIFF 

LEWIS, PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, and each OPT-IN PLAINTIFF, the SETTLEMENT 

ADMINISTRATOR shall mail to PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN, PLAINTIFF 

MORENO-MONROE, and each OPT-IN PLAINTIFF the COURT-approved NOTICE OF 

SETTLEMENT and CLAIM FORM. All mailings by the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR 

shall be by first class mail.  

F. For any envelope containing a NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT and CLAIM FORM 

that is returned as undeliverable, the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR will perform one skip 

trace and resend by first class mail the COURT-approved NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT and 

CLAIM FORM to those individuals for whom it obtains more recent addresses.  

G. The SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR shall mail a COURT-approved NOTICE 

OF SETTLEMENT and CLAIM FORM to PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF MORENO-

MONROE, PLAINTIFF BROWN, or any OPT-IN PLAINTIFF who contacts the SETTLEMENT 
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ADMINISTRATOR during the time period between the initial mailing of the NOTICE OF 

SETTLEMENT and CLAIM FORM, and the BAR DATE, and requests that a NOTICE OF 

SETTLEMENT and CLAIM FORM be re-mailed.  

H.  To receive his or her individual SETTLEMENT PAYMENT, PLAINTIFF 

MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN, and each OPT-IN 

PLAINTIFF must complete, sign, and timely return his or her CLAIM FORM to the 

SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR, and the envelope containing the CLAIM FORM must be 

postmarked on or before the BAR DATE, as directed in the NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT.  

I. In the event PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN, PLAINTIFF MORENO-

MONROE, or any OPT-IN PLAINTIFF submits a CLAIM FORM in a timely manner (i.e., 

received by the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR postmarked on or before the BAR DATE), 

but the document is incomplete or otherwise deficient in one or more aspects, the SETTLEMENT 

ADMINISTRATOR will (no later than ten calendar days following the BAR DATE) return the 

deficient document to the individual with a letter explaining the deficiencies and stating that the 

individual will have fourteen (14) calendar days from the date the deficiency notice is mailed to 

the individual to correct the deficiencies and resubmit the document. The envelope containing the 

corrected and resubmitted document must be postmarked within fourteen (14) days of the date the 

deficiency notice is mailed to the individual to be considered timely. The SETTLEMENT 

ADMINISTRATOR’S decision on whether the deficiency has been remedied shall be binding 

on the PARTIES and PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF 

BROWN, or any OPT-IN PLAINTIFF. 

J. As soon as practicable following the OPT-OUT DEADLINE, the SETTLEMENT 

ADMINISTRATOR shall certify jointly to PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL and DEFENDANT’S 
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counsel a list containing the names and contact information of any OPT-OUT PLAINTIFFS who 

timely notified the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR of his or her intent to withdraw their 

previously filed consent form. PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL shall then take the appropriate steps to 

formally withdraw the consents of any OPT-OUT PLAINTIFFS within five (5) business days of 

receiving the list of OPT-OUT PLAINTIFFS from the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR.  

K. As soon as practicable following the BAR DATE and the resolution of any 

deficient submissions, the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR shall certify jointly to 

PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL and DEFENDANT’S counsel a list containing:  (a) the most current 

address for PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF BROWN, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, 

and each OPT-IN PLAINTIFF; (b) whether the individual provided an executed and compliant 

CLAIM FORM; and (c) if so, the total SETTLEMENT PAYMENT due to that individual 

pursuant to this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT. The report from the SETTLEMENT 

ADMINISTRATOR shall also identify the total amount of money needed to enable the 

SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR to satisfy the payment obligations to PLAINTIFF 

MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN, and the OPT-IN 

PLAINTIFFS, including the amount needed for payment of any and all employer taxes, including 

but not limited to FICA and FUTA taxes on SETTLEMENT PAYMENTS 

L. Within ten (10) business days of the date that the SETTLEMENT 

ADMINISTRATOR provides its calculations of the SETTLEMENT PAYMENTS, 

DEFENDANT shall provide the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR with funds sufficient to 

enable the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR to satisfy the payment obligations to 

PLAINTIFFS and each OPT-IN PLAINTIFF. 
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M. Within twenty (20) business days of its receipt of the funds from DEFENDANT, 

the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR shall mail the individual SETTLEMENT PAYMENTS 

to PLAINTIFFS and any OPT-IN PLAINTIFF who completed, signed, and timely returned his or 

her CLAIM FORM, to the address provided by that individual on his or her CLAIM FORM or at 

the individual’s last known address. 

N. Each SETTLEMENT PAYMENT shall be separated into two equal amounts:  

fifty percent (50%) shall be allocated to the claims asserted in the LITIGATION for unpaid 

overtime and other wage-related damages, and fifty percent (50%) shall be allocated to the 

claims asserted in the LITIGATION for liquidated damages and other relief. The portion 

allocated to claims for unpaid overtime and other wage-related damages shall be subject to all 

required employee paid payroll taxes and deductions (e.g., federal income taxes, state income 

taxes, employee’s share of FICA taxes, and other state-specific statutory deductions) and other 

required deductions (e.g., garnishments, tax liens, child support). The portion allocated to 

liquidated damages and other relief shall be characterized as non-wage income to the recipient. 

To the extent required by applicable law, the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR will report 

the wage portion of each SETTLEMENT PAYMENT on an IRS Form W-2 and the non-wage 

portion on an IRS Form 1099. The SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR shall be responsible for 

issuing the settlement checks, less required withholdings and deductions, to each of the eligible 

PLAINTIFFS and each eligible OPT-IN PLAINTIFF and mailing the settlement checks, W-2s, 

and 1099s.  

O. If any CLAIM FORMS are received after the SETTLEMENT 

ADMINISTRATOR has issued checks, and the CLAIM FORM was postmarked by the BAR 

DATE and therefore timely, the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR shall notify PLAINTIFFS’ 
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COUNSEL and DEFENDANT’S counsel immediately. The SETTLEMENT 

ADMINISTRATOR shall provide evidence that the CLAIM FORM was in fact timely as 

evidenced by the postmark and identify the total amount of money needed to enable the 

SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR to satisfy the payment obligations, including the amount 

needed for payment of any and all employer taxes, including but not limited to FICA and FUTA 

taxes on SETTLEMENT PAYMENTS. Within five (5) business days of the date that the 

SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR provides its calculations of such SETTLEMENT 

PAYMENTS, DEFENDANT shall provide the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR with funds 

sufficient to enable the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR to satisfy the payment obligations 

to such OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS.  

P. PLAINTIFF BROWN, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, 

and each eligible OPT-IN PLAINTIFF will have ninety (90) calendar days from the date on 

which the SETTLEMENT PAYMENTS are mailed to negotiate his or her settlement check(s). If 

any settlement check is not negotiated in that period of time, that settlement check will be 

voided, and a stop-payment will be placed on the check. Any individual SETTLEMENT 

PAYMENTS or portions thereof which remain unclaimed for any reason ninety (90) calendar 

days following the mailing of the SETTLEMENT PAYMENT shall be deemed unclaimed. In 

such event, PLAINTIFF BROWN, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, 

and those OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS will be deemed to have irrevocably waived any right in or 

claim to a SETTLEMENT PAYMENT, but the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT nevertheless 

will be binding upon them. Unless otherwise required by the relevant state escheatment laws, 

one hundred percent (100%) of such unclaimed funds shall be retained by GEO. Neither 

DEFENDANT, counsel for DEFENDANT, PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL, PLAINTIFF MORENO-
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MONROE, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN, OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS, nor the 

SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR shall have any liability for lost or stolen settlement checks, 

for forged signatures on settlement checks, or for unauthorized negotiation of settlement checks. 

Without limiting the foregoing, in the event PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF 

LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN, or any OPT-IN PLAINTIFF notifies the SETTLEMENT 

ADMINISTRATOR that he or she believes that a settlement check has been lost or stolen, the 

SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR shall stop payment on such check. If the settlement check 

in question has not been negotiated prior to the stop payment order, the SETTLEMENT 

ADMINISTRATOR will issue a replacement check, from which the fees associated with the 

stop payment order will first be deducted. If the settlement check in question has been 

negotiated prior to the stop payment order, PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF 

LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN, or each OPT-IN PLAINTIFF shall be responsible for 

reimbursing GEO for the fees associated with the stop payment. PLAINTIFF MORENO-

MONROE, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN, or the OPT-IN PLAINTIFF will have 

an additional forty-five (45) calendar days to negotiate the re-issued check from the date of re-

mailing. If any settlement check is not negotiated in that period of time, that settlement check 

will be voided. Unless otherwise required by the relevant state escheatment laws, one hundred 

percent (100%) of such unclaimed funds shall be retained by DEFENDANT.  

IV. PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL’S FEES AND COSTS 

A. PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL will apply for an award of attorneys’ fees, to be 

approved by the COURT, not to exceed thirty-three percent (33%) of the MAXIMUM GROSS 

SETTLEMENT AMOUNT, appropriate costs and expenses in an amount not to exceed $60,000, 

and SETTLEMENT EXPENSES in the amount of $20,000, to be paid from the MAXIMUM 

GROSS SETTLEMENT AMOUNT. GEO will not oppose or object to such application.   
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B. The amount designated as PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL’S FEES AND COSTS and 

SETTLEMENT EXPENSES shall be paid to PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL within three (3) business 

days after all of the following events and conditions have been met or have occurred: (a) the 

COURT has entered an APPROVAL ORDER; (b) the COURT has dismissed the claims asserted 

by PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF BROWN, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, and the 

OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS from the LITIGATION with prejudice; (c) the deadline has passed without 

action for any PARTY  to terminate the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT; and, (d) the time to 

appeal from the APPROVAL ORDER has expired and no notice of appeal has been filed (or in the 

event that an appeal is filed, the appellate process is exhausted and the APPROVAL ORDER has 

remained intact in all material respects). PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL shall pay the amount 

designated as SETTLEMENT EXPENSES to the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR in 

accordance with PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSELS’ agreement with the SETTLEMENT 

ADMINISTRATOR. 

C. Payment of such PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL’S FEES AND COSTS to 

PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL as set forth in this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT shall constitute full 

satisfaction of any and all obligations by DEFENDANT or any of the RELEASED PERSONS to 

pay any person, attorney, or law firm (including but not limited to PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL) for 

attorneys’ fees, expenses, or costs (including but not limited to any fees, costs, and expenses 

related to testifying and non-testifying experts and consultants) incurred on behalf of PLAINTIFF 

LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN, PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, and any OPT-IN 

PLAINTIFF and shall relieve the RELEASED PERSONS of any other claims or liability to any 

person for any attorneys’ fees, expenses, and costs (including but not limited to any fees, costs, 

and expenses related to testifying and non-testifying experts and consultants) to which any person 
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may claim to be entitled on behalf of PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN, PLAINTIFF 

MORENO-MONROE, or OPT-IN PLAINTIFF for this LITIGATION. Upon payment of 

PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL’S FEES AND COSTS hereunder, PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL and 

PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN and OPT-IN 

PLAINTIFFS shall be deemed to have released DEFENDANT and RELEASED PERSONS from 

any and all claims for prevailing party attorneys’ fees, expenses, and costs (including but not 

limited to any fees, costs, and expenses related to testifying and non-testifying experts and 

consultants) relating to this LITIGATION. PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL further represent and certify 

that they are not aware of any liens for attorneys’ fees, expenses, or costs existing, filed, or 

asserted with respect to any of the claims asserted in this LITIGATION.  

D. PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL shall be paid PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL’S FEES AND 

COSTS via electronic means. Prior to any payment of any amount designated as PLAINTIFFS’ 

COUNSEL’S FEES AND COSTS, each individual PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL shall provide 

DEFENDANT with consistent written instructions regarding how the amount shall be allocated 

(e.g., which law firm to receive what amount) as well as all information necessary to effectuate 

such payments (e.g., executed IRS Forms W-9). PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL will each be issued a 

respective IRS Form 1099 for their award of PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL’S FEES AND COSTS. 

E. To the extent required by applicable law, the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR 

will report as income on an IRS Form 1099 PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF 

LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN’S, and each OPT-IN PLAINTIFF’S pro rata share of the amount 

approved by the COURT for payment of PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL’S FEES AND COSTS. 

V. SERVICE PAYMENTS 

A. PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN and PLAINTIFF MORENO-

MONROE are each eligible to receive a SERVICE PAYMENT in the amount of $2,000.00 in 
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recognition of the work and services that they contributed to the case including, but not limited to, 

investigative work, meetings with PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL, giving deposition testimony, 

responding to written discovery, assumption of risks, and serving as representatives of the 

conditionally-certified group of OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS. OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS Jeffrey Scott 

Cruz, Alfred Garza, Torron Gibson, Larry Miller, Juan Saldivar, and Paula Turner are eligible to 

receive a SERVICE PAYMENT in the amount of $750.00 each in recognition of the work and 

services that they contributed to the case including, but not limited to, telephone conferences 

and/or meetings with PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL and giving deposition testimony.  

B. DEFENDANT (through the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR) will make the 

SERVICE PAYMENTS to PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN, PLAINTIFF MORENO-

MONROE and OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS Jeffrey Scott Cruz, Alfred Garza, Torron Gibson, Larry 

Miller, Juan Saldivar, and Paula Turner within fifteen (15) calendar days after the FINAL 

EFFECTIVE DATE, provided that they each timely submit the appropriate fully-completed 

CLAIM FORM. 

C. The SERVICE PAYMENTS shall be treated as non-wage income, and to the 

extent required by applicable law, the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR shall issue a Form 

1099 to PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN, and 

OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS Jeffrey Scott Cruz, Alfred Garza, Torron Gibson, Larry Miller, Juan 

Saldivar, and Paula Turner reflecting the value of the payments.  

VI. RELEASE OF CLAIMS; WAIVER; ASSIGNMENT OF RIGHTS 

A. Effective as of the FINAL EFFECTIVE DATE, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF 

BROWN, PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, and each and every OPT-IN PLAINTIFF who  

does not provide a written request to withdraw his or her consent form by the OPT-OUT 

DEADLINE (―RELEASING PERSONS‖) shall be deemed to have forever completely released 
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and discharged GEO, and released and held harmless the RELEASED PERSONS, from any and 

all wage-related claims of any kind, including but not limited to claims pursuant the FLSA, 29 

U.S.C. § 201, et. seq., of any kind, that any of the RELEASING PERSONS has, had, might have 

or might have had against any of the RELEASED PERSONS based on any act or omission that 

occurred prior to and including the date the COURT enters an APPROVAL ORDER, in any way 

related to any of the facts or claims that were alleged or that could have been alleged in the 

LITIGATION or by reason of the negotiations leading to this settlement, even if presently 

unknown and/or un-asserted (the ―RELEASED CLAIMS‖). The RELEASED CLAIMS released 

by the RELEASING PERSONS as of the FINAL EFFECTIVE DATE includes any claims under 

the FLSA and/or state or local law regulating hours of work, wages, the payment of wages, and/or 

the payment of overtime compensation, and/or any claim for retaliation under FLSA or any state 

wage law that could be brought by PLAINTIFFS and/or OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS against GEO or 

any RELEASED PERSONS based on any act or omission that occurred up to and including the 

date the COURT enters an APPROVAL ORDER; any breach of contract claims related to wages; 

and any state common law wage claims, including, but not limited to claims of unjust enrichment 

and quantum meruit; and any and all claims pursuant to or derived from The Employee Retirement 

Income Security Act of 1974 (―ERISA‖), 29 U.S.C. § 1001, et seq., that arise from any alleged 

failure to pay wages, including any claims for benefits under any benefit plans subject to 

ERISA that arise from any such alleged failure; and any wage-and-hour laws or wage-related 

claims under other laws, including but not limited to any and all such claims pursuant to state 

law, including but not limited to the following:  Code of Ala. §13A-12-1 and any state common 

wage law claims under Alabama state law; Arizona Rev. Stat. §§ 23-350, et seq., §§ 23-362, et 

seq., §§ 23-1501, et seq., § 14-3971, and A.A.C. §§ R20-5-1003, et seq., and any state common 
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law wage claims; all claims under all California wage orders, the California Labor Code, and other 

applicable statutes including, but not limited to California Labor Code Sections 98.6, 200-204, 

212, 216, 221, 223, 225.5, 226, 226.7, 400, et seq., 500, et seq., 1194, 1194.2, and 2802, Wage 

Order 4 of the Industrial Welfare Commission (―IWC―) Wage Orders (8 Cal. ¶ Code Regs. §§ 

11010, et seq.), the California Business & Professions Code §§ 17200, et seq., Code of Civil 

Procedure §§ 1021.5 and 1542, Cal. Civ. Code § 1542, the Labor Code Private Attorneys General 

Act of 2004, Cal. Labor Code §§ 2698, et seq., and any state common law wage claims; Colorado 

Minimum Wage Law, Colo. Rev. Stat. §§ 8-6-101, et seq., 8-4-101, et. seq., and Colorado 

Minimum Wage Order Nos. 22-25, 7 C.C.R. § 1103-1, and any state common law wage claims; 

Florida Statute §§ 448, et seq. §§ 532.01, et seq., § 222.15, §§ 532.01, et seq., Florida 

Constitution, Art. X, § 24, and any state common law wage claims; Georgia Minimum Wage Law, 

Ga. Code, §§ 34-4-1, et seq., Ga. Code Ann. § 10-1-573, § 39-9-2, § 34-7-5, § 9-3-22, § 21-2-404, 

§ 34-1-3, and any state common law wage claims, including but not limited to claims of unjust 

enrichment; Illinois Minimum Wage Act, Illinois Compiled Statutes, Chapter 820, §105/1, et seq., 

Illinois Administrative Code, Title 56 §210.100, et seq., Illinois Wage Payment and Collection 

Act, Illinois Compiled Statutes, Chapter 820, §115/1, et seq., Illinois Administrative Code, Title 

56 §300.100, et seq., Illinois Prevailing Wage Act, Illinois Compiled Statutes, Chapter 820, 

§130/0.01, et seq., Illinois Administrative Code, Title 56 §100.5, et seq., Illinois Employee 

Classification Act, Illinois Compiled Statutes, Chapter 820, §185/1, et seq., Illinois Complied 

Statutes, Chapter 820, §105/4a, Illinois Administrative Code, Title 56 §240.100, et seq., and any 

state common law wage claims; Indiana Minimum Wage Law of 1965, Ind. Code §§ 22-2-2-1, et 

seq., Indiana Wage Payment Statute, Ind. Code §§ 22-2-5-1, et seq., Wage Claims Statute, Ind. 

Code §§ 22-2-9-3, et seq., Indiana Wage Deduction Statute, Ind. Code §§ 22-2-6-1, et seq., and 
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any state common law wage claim; Louisiana Revised Stat. §§ 23:631, et seq., and §§ 9:1515, 

23:691, 23:10, Louisiana Civil Code, Art. 2298, 2299, and 3494, and any state common law wage 

claims; Michigan Minimum Wage and Overtime Law, Michigan Annotated Statutes §403.381, et 

seq., Michigan Wage and Hour Administrative Rules, R. 401.701, et seq., and any state common 

law wage claims; Mississippi Code Ann. §  71-1-35, and any state common law wage claims; New 

Jersey Statute §31:11-56(a)(4); New Jersey Administrative Code, §§12:56-6.1, et seq., New Jersey 

Statute §34-11-1, et seq.; and any state common law wage claims; New Mexico Labor Conditions 

and Payment of Wages Laws and Minimum Wage Act, N.M. Stat. Ann. §§ 50-4-1, et seq., § 45-3-

1301; N.M. Admin. Code §§ 11.1.4.1, et seq.; Santa Fe, N.M., Ordinance No. 2003-8 (Living 

Wage Ordinance) (2003), and any state common law wage claims; New York State Minimum 

Wage Laws, Minimum Wage Act, 12 New York Code, Rules & Regulations, §142-2.2, New York 

Labor Law §652 and any state common law wage claims; North Carolina Wage and Hour Act, 

North Carolina General Statutes Chapter 95 Article 2A, §95-25.1, et seq., North Carolina 

Administrative Rules, North Carolina Administrative Code, Title 13, Chapter 12, and any state 

common law wage claims; Oklahoma Protection of Labor Laws, 40 Okla. St. Ann §§ 165.1, et 

seq., §§ 197.1, et seq., and Okla. Admin. Code §§ 380:30-1-2, et seq., and any state common law 

wage claims; Pennsylvania Minimum Wage Act, Pennsylvania Statutes, Title 43 §333.104, 34 

Pennsylvania Code §§231.41, 231.43 and any state common law wage claims; Tenn. Ann. Code 

§50-2-103, and any Tennessee state common law wage claims; Texas Payday Law, Tex. Lab. 

Code Ann. §§ 61.001 - 61.095, Texas Minimum Wage Act, Tex. Lab. Code Ann. §§ 62.001 - 

62.205, and Texas Payday Rules, 40 Tex. Admin. Code §§ 821.1 – 821.28, Va. Code Ann., Title 

40, Labor and Employment, Chapter 3, Protection of Employees, §§40.1-28.1 through 40.1.28.12, 

§40.1.29 and any state common law wage claims;  Washington Revised Code§§ 49.12.005, 
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49.46.020(4), 49.46.130, Washington Annotated Code, §296-126-092, Washington State 

Department of Labor and Industries Administrative Policies, and any state common law wage 

claims; and any other claims of any kind related to GEO’s alleged failure to pay wages to 

PLAINTIFFS and/or OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS up to and including the date the COURT enters an 

APPROVAL ORDER. 

B. The RELEASING PERSONS further covenant and agree that, since they are 

settling disputed claims, they will not accept, recover or receive any back pay, liquidated damages, 

other damages, penalties, or any other form of relief based on any of the RELEASED CLAIMS 

asserted or settled in the LITIGATION that may arise out of, or in connection with any other 

individual, representative, class or any administrative remedies pursued by any individual(s) or 

any federal, state or local governmental agency against any of the RELEASED PERSONS. 

RELEASING PERSONS further acknowledge that they are enjoined from pursuing any 

RELEASED CLAIM RELEASING PERSONS has, had, might have or might have had against 

any of the RELEASED PERSONS based on any act or omission that occurred up to and including 

the date the COURT enters an APPROVAL ORDER.  

C. The RELEASING PERSONS further covenant and agree not to take any steps to 

initiate, file or participate in any claim under the California Private Attorney General Act, 

California Labor Code section 2698, et seq., with respect to any claims for violation of the 

California Labor Code that allegedly arose during the relevant time period through and including 

the date the COURT enters a APPROVAL ORDER.  

D. Waiver of California Civil Code section 1542:  The RELEASING PERSONS 

acknowledge that they each may have claims related to the RELEASED CLAIMS that are 

presently unknown and that the release contained in this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT is 
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intended to and will fully, finally, and forever discharge even such claims, whether now asserted 

or un-asserted, known or unknown, to the extent they fall within the description of claims being 

released above. ACCORDINGLY, EACH RELEASING PERSON EXPRESSLY 

UNDERSTANDS AND AGREES TO WAIVE THE PROVISIONS OF, AND RELINQUISH 

ALL RIGHTS AND BENEFITS AFFORDED BY, CALIFORNIA CIVIL CODE SECTION 

1542 OR ANY STATUTE OR RULE OF SIMILAR EFFECT. CIVIL CODE SECTION 

1542 PROVIDES IN FULL AS FOLLOWS:  

A GENERAL RELEASE DOES NOT EXTEND TO CLAIMS 

WHICH THE CREDITOR DOES NOT KNOW OR SUSPECT 

TO EXIST IN HIS OR HER FAVOR AT THE TIME OF 

EXECUTING THE RELEASE, WHICH IF KNOWN BY HIM 

OR HER MUST HAVE MATERIALLY AFFECTED HIS OR 

HER SETTLEMENT WITH THE DEBTOR. 

In giving this waiver, the RELEASING PERSONS acknowledge that they have been 

advised of California Civil Code section 1542, they may hereafter discover facts in addition to or 

different from those which they now believe to be true with respect to the subject matter released 

herein, but agree that they have taken that possibility into account in reaching this SETTLEMENT 

AGREEMENT and that, notwithstanding the discovery or existence of any such additional or 

different facts, as to which the RELEASING PERSONS expressly assume the risk, they freely and 

voluntarily give the release set forth above. Upon the FINAL EFFECTIVE DATE of this 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, or upon such earlier date as SETTLEMENT PAYMENTS have 

been issued to the individual RELEASING PERSONS every PLAINTIFF and OPT-IN 

PLAINTIFF shall be deemed to have given this release. 
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E. Assignment: PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, 

PLAINTIFF BROWN, and each OPT-IN PLAINTIFF represents and warrants that nothing that 

would otherwise be released herein has been assigned, transferred, or hypothecated or purportedly 

assigned, transferred, or hypothecated. Upon the FINAL EFFECTIVE DATE of this 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, or upon such earlier date as a SETTLEMENT PAYMENT has 

been issued to the individual RELEASING PERSONS, PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, 

PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN, and each and every OPT-IN PLAINTIFF shall be 

deemed to have given this warranty.  

F. PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN, 

and each and every OPT-IN PLAINTIFF will be bound by the terms and conditions of this 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, the APPROVAL ORDER, the judgment, and the releases set 

forth herein. 

VII. MEDIA AND CONFIDENTIALITY OBLIGATIONS 

A. Prior to entry of the COURT’S APPROVAL ORDER, PLAINTIFF MORENO-

MONROE, PLAINTIFF BROWN, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS, DEFENDANT, 

and counsel for the PARTIES agree to keep the terms of this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 

confidential, except to the limited extent required to seek the COURT’S APPROVAL ORDER. 

B. PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN, 

OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS and PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL agree not to:  (a) issue a press release or 

otherwise notify the media, including electronic media, about the terms of this SETTLEMENT 

AGREEMENT; and/or, (b) disclose or advertise any of the terms of the SETTLEMENT 

AGREEMENT through written, recorded or electronic communications, including, but not limited 

to, posting any information about the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT (including any amounts 

received under the terms of the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT) on any website, blog, or through 
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any electronic social media (e.g., Twitter, Facebook, My Space, LinkedIn). To the extent that 

PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF BROWN, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, OPT-IN 

PLAINTIFFS and/or PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL are contacted by the media about the 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, they shall simply respond ―no comment.‖  

C. The SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR shall not post on its website any 

information concerning the LITIGATION or the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT.  

D. PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL shall not be barred by this SETTLEMENT 

AGREEMENT from communicating with PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF 

LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN and/or OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS, or from responding to inquiries 

they receive from PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF 

BROWN or any OPT-IN PLAINTIFF. Nothing in this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT shall be 

construed to prevent GEO from communicating with its employees or responding to inquiries 

from its employees regarding any matter, including the LITIGATION or this SETTLEMENT 

AGREEMENT. 

VIII. TERMINATION OF THE SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 

A. GROUNDS FOR SETTLEMENT TERMINATION:  

 1. If the number of OPT-OUT PLAINTIFFS exceeds seven percent (7%) of the total 

number of OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS who existed as of the date that the COURT enters its 

APPROVAL ORDER, DEFENDANT shall have the option in its sole discretion to terminate 

this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT. If DEFENDANT elects to enforce this provision and 

terminate this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT based on the number of OPT-OUT PLAINTIFFS, 

DEFENDANT must notify PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL within twenty (20) days of the OPT-OUT 
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DEADLINE. This termination provision will no longer be in effect twenty (20) days after the 

OPT-OUT DEADLINE. 

2. Additionally, any PARTY may terminate the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT if 

the COURT declines to enter the APPROVAL ORDER or judgment in the form submitted by 

the PARTIES, a Court of Appeal reverses the entry of a APPROVAL ORDER or judgment, or 

the settlement as agreed does not become final for any other reason, provided, the PARTIES 

agree to work cooperatively and in good faith in an attempt to address and resolve any concerns 

identified by the COURT or a Court of Appeal in declining to enter the APPROVAL ORDER 

or judgment in the form submitted by the PARTIES.  

B. PROCEDURES FOR TERMINATION:  

To terminate this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT as specified above, the terminating 

PARTY shall give written notice to the other PARTY no later than fifteen (15) business days 

after the terminating PARTY learns that the applicable ground for termination has been satisfied.  

C. EFFECT OF TERMINATION:  

In the event that this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT is canceled, rescinded, terminated, 

voided, or nullified, however that may occur, or the settlement of the LITIGATION is barred by 

operation of law, is invalidated, is not approved or otherwise is ordered not to be carried out by 

any COURT: 

 1. The SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT shall have no force or effect, and no 

PARTY shall be bound by any of its terms with respect to the terminating PARTIES;  

 2. DEFENDANT shall have no obligation to make any payments to PLAINTIFF 

MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN or any OPT-IN 

PLAINTIFF, PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL or to the SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATOR.  
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 3. Any APPROVAL ORDER and judgment, including any order of class 

certification pursuant to this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, shall be vacated;  

 4. The SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT and all negotiations, statements and 

proceedings relating thereto shall be without prejudice to the rights of any of the PARTIES, all 

of whom shall be restored to their respective positions in the LITIGATION prior to the 

settlement;  

 5. Neither this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, nor any ancillary documents, 

actions, statements or filings in furtherance of settlement (including all matters associated with 

the mediation) shall be admissible or offered into evidence in the LITIGATION or any other 

action for any purpose whatsoever; and 

 6. DEFENDANT shall reserve the right to renew its motion to decertify the FLSA 

collective action as it pertains to PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, 

PLAINTIFF BROWN and the OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS, should the SETTLEMENT 

AGREEMENT not become final.  

IX. PARTIES’ AUTHORITY 

A. The signatories hereby represent that they are fully authorized to enter into this 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT and bind the PARTIES hereto to the terms and conditions hereof.  

B. Pursuant to the consents signed by the OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS, PLAINTIFF 

MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF BROWN and PLAINTIFFS’ 

COUNSEL acknowledge, covenant and represent that they are the duly-authorized legal agents 

for the OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS with a similar job title with respect to the LITIGATION and this 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, and that they have the legal right and authority to act as 

representatives of all OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS with a similar job title and to make decisions on their 
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behalf concerning the LITIGATION, the method and manner of conducting the LITIGATION, 

and the execution of this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT on behalf of themselves and all OPT-IN 

PLAINTIFFS. Consistent with the language set forth in the written consent forms filed by the 

OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS, PLAINTIFF MORENO-MONROE, PLAINTIFF LEWIS, PLAINTIFF 

BROWN and PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL acknowledge, covenant and represent that they are fully 

authorized to bind the OPT-IN PLAINTIFFS to all terms set forth in this SETTLEMENT 

AGREEMENT. 

X. MUTUAL FULL COOPERATION 

The PARTIES agree to fully cooperate with each other to accomplish the terms of the 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, including, but not limited to, to execute such documents and to 

take such other action as may reasonably be necessary to implement the terms of the 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT. The PARTIES to the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT shall use 

their best efforts, including all efforts contemplated by the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT and 

any other efforts that may become necessary by order of the COURT, or otherwise, to effectuate 

the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT and the terms set forth herein. As soon as practicable after 

execution of the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, PLAINTIFFS’ COUNSEL shall, with the 

assistance and cooperation of DEFENDANT and their counsel, take all necessary steps to secure 

the COURT’S APPROVAL ORDER. 

XI. NOTICE 

Unless otherwise specifically provided herein, all notices, demands or other 

communications given hereunder shall be in writing and shall be deemed to have been duly 

given as of the third business day after mailing by United States registered or certified mail, 

return receipt requested, addressed as follows: 
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To Plaintiff Moreno-Monroe, Plaintiff Lewis, Plaintiff Brown and the Opt-In Plaintiffs: 

 Jennifer Selling Montagna 

 William B. Federman 

 Federman & Sherwood, P.C. 

 10205 N. Pennsylvania Avenue 

 Oklahoma City, OK  73120 

  

To the Defendant: 

 

Kevin M. Duddlesten 

LITTLER MENDELSON, P.C. 

One International Place 

Suite 2700 

Boston, MA  02110 

 

Margaret T. Blackwood 

LITTLER MENDELSON, P.C. 

3344 Peachtree Road, N.E., Suite 1500 

Atlanta, GA  30326 

 

XII. CONSTRUCTION AND INTERPRETATION 

a. The PARTIES hereto agree that the terms and conditions of the SETTLEMENT 

AGREEMENT are the result of lengthy, intensive, arms-length negotiations among the 

PARTIES, and the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT shall not be construed in favor of or against 

any PARTY by reason of the extent to which any PARTY or his, her or its counsel 

participated in the drafting of the SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT. 

b. Paragraph titles are inserted as a matter of convenience for reference, and in no 

way define, limit, extend, or describe the scope of this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT or any 

of its provisions. Each term of this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT is contractual and not 

merely a recital. 

c. This SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT shall be subject to and governed by the 

laws of the State of Oklahoma and subject to the continuing jurisdiction of the United States 

District Court for the Western District of Oklahoma.  
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XIII. FORM AND CONTENT RESOLUTION 

The PARTIES agree they have reached agreement on the form and content of the 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT and its exhibits, the Motion for Approval, and the proposed 

APPROVAL ORDER. 

XIV. COUNTERPARTS 

The SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT may be executed in counterparts, and when each 

designated signatory has signed and delivered at least one such counterpart, each counterpart 

shall be deemed an original, and, when taken together with other signed counterparts, shall 

constitute one SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, which shall be binding upon and effective as to 

all PARTIES. 

XV. INTEGRATION CLAUSE 

This SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT sets forth the entire agreement between the 

PARTIES hereto and fully supersedes any and all prior agreements or understandings, written 

or oral, between the PARTIES pertaining to the subject matter hereof, including, but not limited 

to, any and all written and oral agreements reached between the PARTIES during the mediation 

that resulted in this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT.  

XVI. BINDING ON ASSIGNS 

This SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the 

PARTIES and their respective heirs, trustees, executors, administrators, successors, and assigns.  

XVII. MODIFICATION 

No rights hereunder may be waived or modified except in a writing signed by duly 

authorized representatives of the PARTIES.  
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XVIII.  ENFORCEMENT OF THE SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 

In the event of a dispute concerning the rights or obligations under the SETTLEMENT 

AGREEMENT, the PARTIES shall first meet and confer in a good faith attempt to resolve the 

matter. In the event those efforts are unsuccessful and one or more of the PARTIES attempts to 

institute any legal action or other proceeding against any other PARTY or PARTIES to enforce 

the provisions of this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT or to declare rights and/or obligations 

under this SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT, the successful PARTY or PARTIES shall be entitled 

to recover from the unsuccessful PARTY or PARTIES reasonable attorneys’  fees and costs, 

including expert witness fees incurred in connection with any enforcement actions.  

[THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE IS INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK] 
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CLAIM FORM  

 

Claim ID:  [Claim ID] 

[Name] 

[Mailing Address 1] 

[Mailing Address 2] 

[City, State  ZIP] 

 

The gross estimated amount of my potential settlement allocation is:  $XXXX.XX. I 

understand that an amount necessary to pay employer and employee taxes will be withheld 

from fifty percent (50%) of this payment because it is considered wage income. 

 

By completing and signing this Claim Form, I verify that I was employed by The GEO Group, 

Inc., or one of its related entities (“GEO”) as an exempt Lieutenant, exempt Instructor or non-

exempt Case Manager or in a similar position at some point between November 9, 2006, and 

March 9, 2010. I understand that this lawsuit, entitled Keith Lewis, et al. v. The GEO Group, Inc., 

United States District Court, Western District of Oklahoma, Case No. CIV-08-00881, was 

brought in the United States District Court, Western District of Oklahoma, alleging that GEO 

violated the Fair Labor Standards Act, as amended, 29 U.S.C. § 201, et seq. (“FLSA”), by not 

paying me and other exempt Instructors, exempt Lieutenants, and non-exempt Case Managers all 

of the wages to which we were entitled. I consented and agreed to join the litigation as a party 

plaintiff. In doing so, I authorized the Lead Plaintiff for my job title, Keith Lewis, James Earl 

Brown, or Amber Moreno-Monroe, and their counsel, Federman & Sherwood, to act as my 

representatives and to make decisions on my behalf concerning the litigation, the method and 

manner of conducting the litigation, and the execution of a settlement agreement on my behalf. 

I understand that in accordance with the settlement of the litigation, I am eligible to receive a 

settlement payment and that the estimated value of my settlement payment is set forth at the 

beginning of this Claim Form. I understand that as part of the settlement of my claims in the 

litigation, I released GEO and its related entities from any and all wage-related claims I may 

have or have had against GEO under federal, state and/or local law, including but not limited 

to claims under the FLSA, state wage laws, The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 

1974 (“ERISA”), 29 U.S.C. § 1001, et seq., claims for breach of contract for unpaid wages, 

claims for quantum meruit for unpaid wages, or any other wage-related claim resulting from any 

act or omission by or on the part of GEO, based on any act or omission that occurred prior to 

and including [INSERT DATE OF PRELIMINARY APPROVAL], 2011. Should this release 

be ruled unenforceable for any reason, I agree to execute a valid release of equal scope.  

I agree not to: (a) issue a press release or otherwise notify the media about the terms of the 

settlement agreement; and/or (b) advertise any of the terms of the settlement agreement through 

written, recorded or electronic communications, including any social networking site (e.g., 

Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin). 

If I am currently employed by GEO as non-exempt Case Manager, I acknowledge, understand, 

and agree to: (a) comply with GEO’s payroll reporting policies and accurately report all working 

time; (b) not perform any “off the clock” work; (c) immediately report to my facility Human 

Resources Manager if I receive or learn about any alleged instruction or suggestion by GEO or 
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CLAIM FORM Page - 2 

any GEO employee to work “off the clock” or to otherwise under- or over-report the amount of 

working time; (d) carefully review my time records and paychecks and immediately notify my 

facility Human Resources Manager of any concerns regarding the accuracy of that information; 

and (e) contact my facility Human Resources Manager if I have any questions about what is 

working time or have any complaints about my pay. 

By signing below, I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States that I have 

read this Claim Form, that I agree to its terms, and that the foregoing information supplied by me 

is true and correct. 

          

Signature     Date 

 
In order to receive a settlement payment, you must complete this Claim Form and mail it to the following 

address by _______. It must be postmarked no later than this date for you to be entitled to a settlement 

payment. : 

 

Lewis Settlement Claims Administrator 

c/o Rust Consulting  

__________ 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 
WESTERN DISTRICT OF OKLAHOMA 

 
KEITH LEWIS, JAMES EARL BROWN, ) 
and AMBER MORENO-MONROE  ) 
Individually, and on behalf of others   ) 
similarly situated,  ) 

 ) 
Plaintiffs, ) Case No. 5:08-cv-00881-M 

v.  ) 
 ) 

The GEO Group, Inc. ) 
a Florida corporation; ) 

 ) 
Defendant. ) 
 

NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT 
 

A settlement has been reached in the case of Lewis, et al. v. The GEO Group, Inc. (the “Litigation”). 
You are receiving this notice because you consented to join the Litigation as a party plaintiff and are 
therefore eligible to receive a settlement payment. Please read this notice carefully. 
 
Summary of the Litigation:  In the Litigation, named Plaintiffs Keith Lewis, James Earl Brown and 
Amber Moreno-Monroe (“Plaintiffs”) alleged that The GEO Group, Inc., (“GEO”) failed to properly pay 
individuals employed by GEO as exempt Lieutenants, exempt Instructors, and non-exempt Case Managers 
and in similar positions in accordance with the requirements of the Fair Labor Standards Act (“FLSA”). 
With respect to the Lieutenants and Instructors, the Plaintiffs alleged that GEO improperly classified them 
as exempt from the overtime requirements of the FLSA, thereby failing to pay them for all work performed. 
With respect to the Case Managers, the Plaintiffs alleged that that GEO (a) “rounded” on its time keeping 
system, and, (b) required other types of work (e.g., meetings and paperwork) to be performed “off the 
clock.” Plaintiffs sought compensation for lost wages, liquidated damages, attorneys’ fees and costs, on 
behalf of themselves and all “similarly situated” individuals. You and 338 other individuals filed written 
consents to join the Litigation as “Opt-In Plaintiffs.” GEO denied the allegations in the Litigation. GEO 
contends that it paid Plaintiffs and the Opt-In Plaintiffs in accordance with the requirements of applicable 
law. 
 
Summary of the Settlement: Over the past several years, the parties engaged in a thorough review of the 
factual and legal matters at issue in the Litigation, including a comprehensive review of time records and 
payroll records, and interviews of current and former GEO employees. Following those efforts, the parties 
negotiated an agreement to resolve the claims asserted in the Litigation. The parties concluded that further 
proceedings in litigation, including trial and probable appeals, would be expensive and prolonged, as 
well as uncertain as to likelihood of success and amount of recovery, if any. Upon careful 
consideration of all of the facts, Plaintiffs’ counsel concluded that the settlement agreement negotiated 
with GEO is fair, reasonable, and adequate, and is in your best interest. 
 
The gross settlement amount is $401,500.00. Of this amount: (a) $180,521 will be allocated to settlement 
payments for the Plaintiffs and Opt-In Plaintiffs as well as the employer’s share of payroll taxes on 
such payments; (b) $132,495 will be paid to Plaintiffs’ counsel (the law firm of Federman & Sherwood 
and the law firm of Delluomo & Crow); (c) $57,984 will be reimbursed to Plaintiffs’ counsel for costs 
and expenses they incurred in the Litigation; (d) $20,000 will be paid to Rust Consulting for its 
services in connection with administering the settlement; (e) $2,000 each will be paid to the Plaintiffs 
in recognition of their services in bringing the Lawsuit and participating in the investigation that 
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resulted in this settlement; and, (f) $750 each will be paid to six Opt-In Plaintiffs in recognition of their 
services for providing deposition testimony in the case.  
 
The amount allocated to settlement payments for the Plaintiffs and Opt-In Plaintiffs will be 
apportioned between the three employee group subclasses based on the damages estimated for each 
employee group: $126,365 allocated to the class of 206 Lieutenants; $18,052 allocated to the class of 
54 Instructors; and $36,104 allocated to the class of 80 Case Managers. The individual settlement 
allocation to Plaintiffs and each Opt-In Plaintiff will then be calculated by dividing the gross number 
of weeks of employment in a covered position by each Plaintiff and Opt-In Plaintiff between August 
22, 2005, and ___________ (approval order date), to establish a "per week" amount. Each Plaintiff and 
Opt-In Plaintiff shall be eligible to receive a settlement allocation in an amount equal to the "per week" 
amount multiplied by the number of weeks that the individual was employed by GEO in a covered 
position between August 22, 2005, and _____________(approval order date).  The settlement 
administrator will then deduct the relevant taxes, including employer and employee shares of FICA 
and FUTA, from each settlement allocation before calculating each final settlement payment. The 
estimated amount of your gross individual settlement allocation is set forth on the enclosed claim form. 
Your settlement allocation will be separated into two equal amounts: fifty percent (50%) will be allocated 
to the claims asserted in the Litigation for unpaid overtime and other wage-related damages, and fifty 
percent (50%) will be allocated to the claims asserted for liquidated damages and other relief. The portion 
allocated to claims for unpaid overtime and other wage-related damages will be subject to all required 
employee and employer paid payroll taxes and required deductions (and reported on an IRS Form W-2), 
i.e., the amount necessary to pay the employer and employee taxes will be withheld from 50% of this gross 
allocation. The portion allocated to liquidated damages and other relief will be characterized as non-wage 
income (and reported on an IRS Form 1099 if required).  
 
The settlement agreement includes a release of claims. Pursuant to the release, unless you provide a 
timely written request to withdraw your consent from this litigation, you will be deemed to have released 
GEO and its related entities from any and all wage-related claims of any kind, including claims of 
retaliation, which include, but are not  limited to claims pursuant to the FLSA, 29 U.S.C. § 201, et. seq., 
and any applicable state wage laws that you have, had, might have or might have had against any GEO 
based on any act or omission that occurred prior to and including prior to and including _______, 2011. 
This release also includes a waiver of California Civil Code section 1542. If you do not want to 
participate in this settlement or you do not want to release these claims against GEO, you must send a 
written request to withdraw the consent form that you previously filed with the Court, and this request 
must be postmarked on or before _____ (30 days after notice) and received by the Settlement 
Administrator on or before [INSERT BAR DATE].   
 
For additional details regarding the settlement agreement and release, you may contact Plaintiffs’ 
counsel: William B. Federman and Jennifer S. Montagna with the law firm of Federman & Sherwood, 
(405) 235-1560. 
 
To Receive Your Settlement Payment: To receive your settlement payment, you must complete, sign and 
return the enclosed Claim Form to the settlement administrator, Rust Consulting, which must be 
postmarked on or before ________, 2011, at the address listed below. Please note that your wage-related 
claims against GEO are released pursuant to the Settlement Agreement regardless of whether you send in a 
claim form unless you withdraw your consent. If you have any questions about your settlement payment or 
claim form, please call Rust Consulting at _____________. 
 

Lewis Settlement Administrator 
c/o Rust Consulting  

__________ 
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Substitute FORM W-9 
Taxpayer Identification Number Certification 

 
Social Security Number / Taxpayer Identification Number:   
 
Print your name as it appears on your federal income tax return: 
 
      
First Name  Middle Initial  Last Name: 
 
  
Current Mailing Address 
 
      
City  State  ZIP Code 
 
Under penalties of perjury, I certify that: 
 
1. The taxpayer identification number shown on this form is my correct taxpayer identification 
number, and 
 
2. I am not subject to backup withholding because: (a) I am exempt from backup withholding, or (b) 
I have not been notified by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) that I am subject to backup withholding 
as a result of a  failure to report all interest or dividends, or (c) the IRS has notified me that I am no 
longer subject to backup withholding, and 
 
3. I am a U.S. citizen or other U.S. person (including a U.S. resident alien). 
 
Note: If you have been notified by the IRS that you are subject to backup withholding, you must cross 
out item 2 above. 
 
Signature of U.S. Person:   Date:   
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